1st July - Physiological Birth - deep dive into the magic of
our bodies & the amazing hormones that serve to birth our
babies. Understanding how security, privacy & trust are
the basic fundamentals to enhance our physiology.

Daaluzoasis seed camp U.K.
1st-27th July 2021

2nd July - Extra Unique - Breech - let's re-skill
birthkeepers to know the amazing mechanics of how a
breech baby is born physiologically. Challenge old
practices & release fears around breech birth by using
long standing & new evidence to inform our knowledge &
info to share with family.
5th & 6th July - Cycles of our Lives - 2 day workshop.
Reclaiming and rede ning our rites of passage as women in
these times. Introducing a radical approach to women’s
development that is central to girls’ and women’s health
and psycho-spiritual growth, rooted in the wisdom held in
the menstrual cycle.

16th July - Human Rights/Birth Rights - how to restore
the balance in maternity by using rights to the families &
you to your advantage. Understanding what legal rights
family do have. Experience real life scenarios & how they
could be supported by these rights.
17/18 Village beach camp out at Newport sands..

Based in beautiful Pembrokeshire countryside
Enjoy off grid peace.

7th July - Herbal Medicine - start to discover the
wonderful world of herbs. Learning about what is around
you in nature already & how to prepare & administer these
herbs can be used in pregnancy, birth & beyond.

We would love to invite you all to meet the team
and get a taste of the Daaluz ethos, to welcome

9th - 11th July - Birthkeepers Retreat

those who know us well and create a network

13th July - Deep Wisdom - wise old midwifery knowledge
from one of our elder midwives, stories, tips & tricks. Ask
your questions around challenging or unique birth
situations to enhance your knowledge to support families
further.
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The Importance of Pelvic Floor Health - the pelvic oor and it’s
relationship to core strength and posture. Justine will teach a
technique called ‘core breath’ and how it relates to pelvic oor
exercises. You will also be introduced to the Hypopressive
method which is used to treat prolapse, incontinence and
diastasis recti separation.

19th & 20th July - Shiatsu for Birthkeepers - 2 day
workshop. Gain lots of practical skills to start to use
shiatsu in your support of families. Sharing touch with
each other to facilitate the body to balance itself, , a
head sequence and exploring shiatsu points for labour
and birth. Working deeply with each other as we follow
the pathways of the “extra-ordinary vessels”, getting to
the “essence” of life.
21st July - Unassisted Birth - explore what this truly
means & the journey it takes families on when they
consider/choose this type of birth. What does it mean to
you as a birth keeper?

nourish a new birth culture.
£60 per workshop day, 2 day workshops £110
Book 5 or more workshop days & get 10% off
£7 per day if want lunch.

14th July -

15th July - Ritual & Celebration - how we can bring this
back to modern day pregnancy, birth & postpartum.
Honouring the mother to be & all her amazing power.
Start to learn what you could offer families.

'on site accommodation available please ask or
many local options'
part of the tribe.
More information daaluzoasis@yahoo.com
❤

23rd - 25th July

- Family Camp

27th July - Da-a-Luz Open Day - Future Students - a
chance to be able to explore the option of studying in

Wales on our 9 month programme following the curriculum
of our Mother School in Spain. Meet some of the
teachers & experience some Da-a-Luz magic in learning
our history & visions for the future. This day is open to
all interested to join the school in April 2022.

